Business Services

- Business Services Officer
  Fritz Leader

  - Assistant DBO
    Julie Gallardo

    - Space Management
      Sandy Davey

    - Web, Database, and Applications
      Csilla Csori
      Lyle Kafader
      Jasjot Sumal

    - Human Resources
      Amy Giang-Tran
      Daniel Hazlett
      Aimee Sung
      Sarah Whipple

    - Project and Recharge Support
      Sonia Nayak
      Ian Daly
      Desiree Harpe
      Cindy Wong (50%)

    - Recharge Support
      Chris Battistuz

    - Sponsored Projects
      Michele Strong
      William Lim
      Farhat Taqui
      Mary Dimeglio
Cyberinfrastructure Research, Education and Development (CI-RED)

CI-RED
Ilkay Altintas

Education
Bob Sinkovits (Interim)

- Ange Mason (Reporting to Bob Sinkovits – Interim Basis)
- Jeff Sale (Reporting to Mahidhar Tatineni – Interim Basis)
- Students
  - Jacqueline Villalobos
  - Neve Foresti
  - Jennifer Luu
  - Darya Verzhbinsky
  - Angela Zhang

Workflows for Data Science (WorDS) Center of Excellence
Ilkay Altintas

- Lester Crawl
- Shweta Purawat
- Mai Nguyen
- Volkan Vural (Contract)
- Alok Singh (Contract)
- Undergrad Students
  - Dylan Uys

Structural Bioinformatics Laboratory
Peter Rose

Project Advisory Council
Chaitan Baru

CI-RED Specialists
SEE CHART A

SEE CHART C
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Advanced Cyberinfrastructure Development Group - ACID (B)

Director
Chaitan Baru (currently on assignment at NSF)

Associate Director
Viswanath Nandigam

Kate Kaya
Kai Lin
Minh Phan
James Short
Choonghan Youn
Tony Chen (Moore’s Cancer Center)
CI-RED Specialists: Structural Bioinformatics (C)

RCSB PDB Director
Stephen Burley, PI

UCSD Site Head/
Chief Operations Officer
Cole Christie

Ka Mun (Jesse) Woo
Chris Randle
Alexander Rose
Jose Duarte Gamero
Chunxiao Bi

Post-Doc
Yana Valasatava

Students
Raymond Yu
David Liau
CI-RED Specialists: Complex Systems (D)

- Complex Systems Director
  Shankar Subramaniam
  - Signaling Gateway
    Shankar Subramaniam
    Kenan Azam
    Shakti Gupta
  - Lipid Maps
    Shankar Subramaniam
    Eoin Fahy
  - Nanotechnology
    Shankar Subramaniam
    Dawn Cotter
    Mano Maurya
    Manish Sud
CI-RED Specialists: CAIDA (E)

CAIDA Director
KC Claffy

Manager Scientific Projects
Joshua Polterock

CAIDA Director
KC Claffy

Cindy Wong (50%)

Predict
Marina Fomenkov

Research
Amogh Dhamdhere
Alberto Dainotti
Alistair King
Mingwei Zhang
Philipp Winter
Ramakrishna Padmanabhan
Adnan Ahmed
Systems Integration P1 (TBD)
Applications Programming P3 (TBD)

Postdocs
Ka Pui (Ricky) Mok
Shuai Hao

Graduate Students
Lucas Fernando Muller
Alexander Gamero Garrido
Unnikrishnan Sivaprasad

Data Resources
Pierre Paul Hick
Elena Yulaeva (40%)

Topology/Signal Analysis
Bradley Huffaker
Young S Hyun
Brian Greenberg

System Admin
Dan Andersen

Web
Alex Ma

Workload
Ken Keys
Ryan Koga
PMaC Lab

PMaC Lab Director
Laura Carrington

Manu Shantharam